Constituent materials conforming to the following ASTM specifications:

1. Portland Cement: ASTM C-150
2. Blended Cements: ASTM C-595
3. Hydrated Lime, Type S: ASTM C-270+
4. Aggregate: ASTM C-331 or C-33, based on local availability

Standard gray block aggregate color (actual color may vary)

12" deep block (dB12S and dB12NS):
7-5/8'' height x 15-5/8'' wide x 11-5/8'' deep

8" deep block (dB8S and dB8NS):
7-5/8'' height x 15-5/8'' wide x 7-5/8'' deep

dB8S and dB12S units contain a fiberglass insert

Product Options*, **

Models
- dB12S: 12'' deep DiffusorBlox® with a resonator slot.
- dB12NS: 12'' deep DiffusorBlox® without a resonator slot.
- dB8S: 8'' deep DiffusorBlox® with a resonator slot.
- dB8NS: 8'' deep DiffusorBlox® without a resonator slot.

Color
DiffusorBlox® can be produced in a wide variety of colors. Please contact RPG® directly for more information.

Aggregate
DiffusorBlox® can be produced in a wide variety of aggregates. Please contact RPG® directly for more information.

Surface Texture
The back surface of DiffusorBlox® can be ground or textured. Please contact RPG® directly for more information.